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Abstract: Ideally, secure transmission of medical image data 
is one of the major challenges in health sector. The National 
Health Information Network has to protect the data in 
confidential manner. Storage is also one of the basic concern 
along with secure transmission. In this paper we propose an 
algorithm that supports confidentiality, authentication and 
integrity implementation of the scrambled data before 
transmitting on the communication medium. Before 
communication the data is compressed while keeping data 
encrypted. The research work demonstrate with simulation 
results. The results shows that the proposed work effectively 
maintains confidentiality, authentication and integrity. The 
experimental results evaluated medical image quality like PSNR, 
MSE, SC, and NAE etc. 

 
Keywords: Devil’s Curve, Encryption, Decryption, 

Compression, DSA, Prime Number. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The appearance of data innovation in the therapeutic 
world different radiological modalities produce an 
assortment of advanced medicinal documents regularly 
informational collections and images. The documents 
which contains data known for digital data set should be 
protected from unwanted modification of these contents, 
specifically they contain imperative information or data. 
Thus, the safety and authentication of data are important 
whenever the exchanges of data happen. The Data of a 
digital image is easily accessed and modified while being 
exchanged through electronic correspondence and data 
frameworks. Thus image protection and authentication 
have become a vital Issue in recent years. A digital 
signature could be generated from a media file and is 
scrambled as an additional file added to media and to be 
used for authentication [1]. For protecting the 
confidential information digital signature and data 
encryption techniques plays a significant role in the 
protection of data.  
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The significance of a verified trade of medical images has 
demonstrated the path for universal social importance as 
to distribute exceptional principles with restorative 
information security issues. DICOM (Digital Imaging and 
Communication On Medicine) is a standard which 
protects the data. 
The standard gives the rules and guidelines to health care 
experts and substances to accomplish three 
administrations 1) confidentiality 2) integrity 3) 
authentication.  
Viability of the proposed algorithm is assessed and 
exhibited through constant analysis and utilizing a criteria 
set of DICOM images [7]. 

II.  PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 

This paper proposed design and implementation of 
compression crypto based algorithm provides 
confidentiality of the data and verify authenticity, integrity 
of the input images. The medical data is the input to the 
proposed algorithm and asymmetric keys are generated 
and applied on the DICOM images, Signature is also 
applied for authenticity of the input images. The designed 
algorithms addresses data confidentiality, integrity of the 
data and authenticity of DICOM header and Pixel of 
medical images with successful functions. The functions 
are: 
1) Devil’s co-ordinate based compression 
2) Quartic Digital Signature Algorithm 
3) Devil’s public key cryptosystem 
 
This algorithm provides asymmetric encryption, digital 
signatures and hashing to maintain integrity, 
confidentiality and authenticity for both the header and 
pixel data of medical images [8]. Devil’s curve are 
incorporated with the utilization of the pixel data and 
digital confidential features which the curve introduces 
the Authenticated tag and cipher pixel data 
simultaneously. Using the hash function the initialization 
vector and encryption keys are introduced. The 
authentication tag is then signed by Devil’s curve DSA. 
The public key cryptography and signature creation are 
described below [2,3]. 

III. DEVIL’S PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOSYSTEM: 

Encryption: 

Step1: select two pairs of points on the curve                 
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Step2: Select a point on the curve based quartic 
polynomial. 
Step3: consider a pixel point   on the input 
image. 
Step4: By applying point division operation on   

 mod 53 =  

Step5: calculate ciphertext by  mod 53 = 

 
 
3.2. Decryption:    

After receiving the cipher data, decryption steps are as 
follows:                                                                
Step1:Perform  
secret key is shared between both the  parties. 

step2: Perform  is the pixel   

value.                                                     

Relation between    :

                                                        

The relation between   :  

                                            

Encryption Example: 

  Is the pixel on the input medical 
image  

 

 
    {Secret reference point= (2, 7)} 

 
 

 

 
From the relation KR,  : 

 

 

IV. DEVIL’S CO-ORDINATE BASED 

COMPRESSION 

 The proposed degree of the polynomial generate the points 
(s,t).Generate the image for the devil’s curve based 

polynomial coordinate elements [4,5].Step wise procedure 
are as follows:  
 
1. Let II be an input image and DI is the devil’s image based 

polynomials [14,15] . 
2.  The II is divided by DI and compress the image CI by 

  (II[s,t]/DI[s,t])mod255.Using PDF (Point Division 
Method).Therefore CI=II+n(DI-II)mod255 

3. Resultant compressed image is transmitted over a secured 
channel. 

4. Decompression of the decrypted image to recover original 
image is :  

DeI[s,t]=(CI[s,t]*DI[s,t])mod 255 
DeI(s)=(CI(s)-n*DI(s)/(1-n))mod255 
DeI(t)=(CI(t)-n*DI(t)/(1-n))mod255 

The prime numbers should be in the range of n is 0<255 

V. QUARTIC DIGITAL SIGNATURE ALGORITHMS 

BASED ON DEVIL’S CURVE: 

The authentication of message secures two parties 
exchanging messages from third party. However, the two 
parties against each other cannot be protected. Based on 
the complexiety of the 10th root a digital signature 
methodology is developed.[17].The algorithm is as 
follows: 
Key Generation: 
Key generation steps are as below: 
Select two large prime numbers p and q. find  
Calculate  
Select random points in the devils curve  

Select an odd large number  such that  and 
 is large (> 2). 

Find C such that  

Calculate V such that  

Signature Generation: 
Calculate signature  Here 

H (:) is a one way hash function. s is the signature of 
message m.  
Sender sends (s; m) to receiver. C. 
Signature is Verified by Calculating H(m) using the 
received message m at receiver's end.  

     If     mod n then the 

signature is valid or else reject . 

▪ Proof of correctness of the algorithm: 

This section verifies signature proposed digital signature 
algorithm: 
 

LHS =  

 
*( *  

 = y = RHS 
▪ Example:  

 
where n =4, for quartic curve degree is 4. 
We  get  
where a=2 and b=9 The curve points generated are 
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Fig.1.1 Graph generated by the polynomial 
  where a and b are 

2,9 respectively. 

Consider the random points  on the above curve 
     

                     
Prime numbers p=3 q=11 
n=p x q =3 x 11 =33 
The random number x= 3; 
H(m) =3;  

 
(40,4)3   = 1 mod n 

403*  = 1 mod 33 
Therefore  =28 
43 *  = 1 mod 33 

Therefore = 16 

 
=(6,8) 3 mod 33 
=(18,17) 

Signature: 

 
(sx,sy)=( (6,8) x (40,4)3 ) mod 33 
    = ((6,8) x (13, 31)) mod 33 
    = (12,17) 

      =(12,17)3 x (28,16)3 

  =(18,17) 

VI. PROCEDURE TO CREATE SECURED DATA 

SIGNATURE: 

This procedure involves pixels and header information of 
the input image is encrypted as illustrated in in Fig.1.2 

 

Fig.1.2: Procedure to create secured signature 

1. Data confidentiality of Header: To integrate in with 
the application level privacy profile portrayed in PS3.15 
DICOM, the methodology peruses every single secret 
characteristic of the metadata ,encodes their unique qualities 
utilizing Devil's curve cryptographic system and stores the 
data  in the 'altered traits grouping (0400, 0550)' while 
supplanting the qualities in the first areas with modified ones.  
Devil’s curve cryptographic method use public key to 
encrypt the DICOM header. The hash code is calculated by 
the hash function. Devil’s curve cryptographic encodes the 
hash code and it is stored in the DICOM header which is 
used to verify at the receiver end. Different DICOM files 
have different confidential header attributes, and thus the 
encryption key varies and reduces security risks to avoid 
introduction of potential vulnerability in the encryption 
process [9]. 
 
2. Data authenticity and integrity of Header: To fetch the 
header data, the data signed by using private key generated 
by Devil’s curve signature algorithm and this signature is 
stored in the DICOM header.  
3. Confidentiality of Pixel data: Devil’s curve 
Cryptographic technique is used to encrypt the pixels. The 
same encryption algorithm encrypts the header data. But, 
the hash code is the secret key generated by operating a 
hash function on the header confidential data. The hash 
code is encrypted by Devil’s curve cryptographic 

technique and DICOM header holds it for further use at 
the receiver’s end [10,11]. 

4. Authenticity and integrity of Pixel data: The data 
signed by using private key generated by Devil’s curve 
signature algorithm to authenticate the pixel data. 
According to the digital signatures profiles described in 
part PS 3.15 of the DICOM standard; the signature is 
stored in the DICOM header. The hash code that is 
encrypted and the encrypted data with signature 
compressed by Devil’s curve compression technique and 
transmit to the authenticated receiver. 
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VII. PROCEDURE TO VERIFY SECURED 

SIGNATURE: 

This technique decrypts the partially scrambled DICOM 
header and the encoded pixel information, and validate 
their integrity and authentication of the data as shown in 
Fig. 1.3 described hereafter.  

 

Confidentiality: This research work proposed confidentiality 
for both data as well as header information. To secure the 
pixel data, fetch the encrypted hash code of DICOM header’s 

confidential parameters from the metadata and decrypt it 
using the Devil’s curve cryptographic standard. The pixel 

data is decrypted using decryption key. Devil’s curve produce 

authentication tag of the pixel data. 
Devil’s curve cryptographic standard decrypts the encrypted 

hash code of the pixel data. The confidential parameters of 
the header is decrypted using decryption unscrambled 
method 
i) Authenticity and integrity: Authenticity as well as integrity 
introduced in header as well as data. To   fetch the digital 
signature of the pixel data extract its authenticated tag 
obtained by hash function using the public key of the sender.  
 
 
 
Contrast the extricated tag and the verification tag produced 
by Devil's curve cryptographic in the previous step. If the two 
tags match then authenticity and integrity of the pixel data are 
verified.  
To introduce authenticity and integrity in header of the 
DICOM data, consider digital signature from the DICOM 
header and extract its authentication tag using the public key 
of the sending entity. 
 Contrast the authentication tag with the authentication tag 
produced by DSA in the last step. If both tags match 
confidential parameters are verified the authenticity and 
integrity of the confidential header parameters are verified 
only if both tags match. 

VIII. DATA TRANSMISSION 

i)    Sender Side Operations: 

The sender requests the Application Layer Protocol to 
transmit the message. Once it receives the message the 
peer entity initiates the transaction. The transmitter entity 
fetches the information and before transmission 
information is encrypted using public key. The data 

transmitted to the lower layer and performs the 
encapsulation. The data packet is transmitted over the IP 
layer and IP header is concatenated with the data which 
forms IP datagram and transmits to the Data link Layer. 
Data Link Layer encapsulates the frames and transmits 
over the physical medium [12, 13]. 

Receiver Side Operations: 

The Data link layer receiver receives the frame and 
matches the Ethernet address then it exclude the header 
and transmits to the Network layer. In the Network layer, 
the Receiver verifies the destination IP address and 
protocol field of the transport layer. The protocol field 
is 17 for UDP. Then datagram is passed through 
application layer and verifies the application port number, 
if matches then the data is received and stored in the receiver 
file store. The Receiver analyzes the metadata in detail if it 
is same then decryption is performed using private key and 
data is decompressed. 

 

Fig1.4: Data transmission over the IP layers 

IX. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The Table 1.1 explains image measurement quality 
parameters like PSNR, MSE, NAE and SC .The Results 
are confirmed for various modalities and tested for the 
order 4 as well as the key pair (3,25) and (2,5) 
The below table provides information about the 
experimental design, analysis and evaluation of the 
algorithm. The algorithm implemented in MATLAB and 
done the following designs on DICOM image. i) Point 
Generation on Devil’s curve ii) Encryption/Decryption on 

Devil’s Image iii) Compression iv) Quartic DSA for 

authentication. 

X. CONCLUSION 

Medical imaging is one of the emerging fields of medical 
electronics, which apply principles of technology in field 
of health industry. Accuracy in analysis of medical records 
is as important as reliability of data acquisition process.  
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The content of a digital image is compressed while being 
transferred via electronic communication and information 
systems using Devil’s curve systems. A digital signature 
can be generated from a digital media file and is encrypted 
as an extra file appended to media and to be used for 
authentication using curve system based algorithms. The 
experimental results measured the image quality 
parameters like MSE, PSNR, SC etc. 
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mage1 
Cipher Image 

Order 
Public key Private key 

PSNR MSE NAE SC 
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19.9468 

 
 
 

658.2675 
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1.0102 
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20.3130 
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0.0133 

 
 

1.0058 

 
 

Image1 
Cipher Image 

Order 
Public key Private key 

PSNR MSE NAE SC 
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